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Rugby Results  

 
 
Team SLC  Villa Padua Iona SPLC/ATC SPC 

6A        

6B        

6C        

6D        

        

5A        

5B        

5C        

5D        

        

 

Around the Grounds  

 
MARIST COLLEGE vs Villanova College – Saturday 23 April 2022 
 
6A 
MCA def. Villa 19-14 
 
A pleasure to watch is the best way to describe the performance of the 6A boys on Saturday. Coming into 
the game with little to no training and facing up against a team that put on 30 unanswered points against 
them last year. The team was tough and full of running. A great cornerstone on which to build a successful 
season. Keep it up boys. 
 
6B 
MCA def. Villa 19-5 
 
The the 6B rugby team enjoyed a 19-5 win against Villa this Saturday. The friendly season trial game 
started off with both sides playing an open game running the ball. Being a trial game both teams made 
some basic errors and the was certainly rectified in the second half. Marist forward pack were certainly 
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dominant in the second half where they defended and attacked well as team. The win against Villa sets up 
for an exciting season of rugby. 
 
6C 
MCA def. Villa 22-7 
 
The 6C’s faced a physical Villa side leaving a scoreless first half. The Ashgrove boys conceded early into 
the 2nd leaving them down 7-0 with the momentum swinging against them. The forwards lead by Jackson 
Kier rolled up their sleeves and took us right back into the game shortly after. We found the space thanks to 
some good leadership and silky hands my Harry Player. After swinging the momentum in our favour we 
scored 3 late tries to win 22-7. 
 
6D 
Villa def. MCA 26-15 
 
Was a great start to the season for the mighty 6Ds despite not claiming the two points. The trial offered a 
great platform for us to work on throughout the season. With some quality football played by villa, the boys 
in the blue and gold went down 15-26. Special mention to Riordan who tackled the house down, and 
Thomas Davis who’s hard running scored him the first meat pie for the season. Promising signs ahead. 
 

 
5A 
Villa def. MCA 20-12 
 
There are plenty of positives to take away from a gutsy loss against a well organised Villa side. Down 20 nil 
just after half time, MCA rallied to come within 8 points of victory. More work at training on spreading out in 
defence and attack, ball security and one on one tackles will help lift this team to another level.  
 
5B 
MCA def. Villa 36-5 
 
The 5B rugby team had a great start to the season and ticked their first win off with a 36-5 victory. All boys 
played well especially considering they had never played as a team before. We started the game with one 
goal in mind, to keep our shape and use the width of the field. Although we can still improve on this 
throughout next week, we were able to take advantage of the space out wide and score some impressive 
run away tries. Well done boys. Some honourable mentions must go to our captain Charlie Barnett who 
took charge on field and organised our backs. Also, Jimmy Corbett who made many barnstorming breaks 
and plenty of metres. His efforts were epitomised by his try saving tackle after a big chase down the 
sideline! Great effort!  
 
5C 
MCA drew Villa 20-20 
 
The boys fronted up well today for their first hit out. They showed great potential that should improve as 
their fitness does throughout the season. Special commendation to Milner for his runs down the wing and to 
Robbins for backing up from the Ds game. Looking forward to the great season ahead! 
 
5D 
Villa def. MCA 30-10 
 
A great first game for the mighty 5Ds up against a Villa team full of hard, fast runners. Despite being a few 
players short, MCA did everything they could to make it a competitive and enjoyable game to watch. Well 
done boys.   
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Football Results  

 
 
Team SLC ATC Villa Padua Iona SPLC SPC 

6A        

6B        

6C        

6 Gold        

6 White        

        

5A        

5B        

5C        

5 Gold        

5 White        

        

 

Around the Grounds  

 
MARIST COLLEGE vs Villanova College – Saturday 23 April 2022 
 
6A 
MCA def. Villa 2-1 
 
6B 
MCA def. Villa 4-0 
 
The boys had a great game in their final trial against a tough Villanova side. Ultimately coming away from 
the tie with a deserved 4-0 win. The victory could have been doubled if it had not been for the efforts of the 
Villanova keeper in the second half who made numerous outstanding saves. The efforts of the boys cannot 
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be taken away, with every ball won in defence being played forward and transferred into the oppositions 
half quickly to create another opportunity for our side. The game was a great way to finish the first week of 
Term 2. 
 
6C 
MCA def. Villa 5-1 
 
Ashgrove began the match with 2 early goals, before Villanova scored one of their own during the first half. 
However, from that moment through until the conclusion of the match, Ashgrove scored a further 3 goals to 
win 5-1. It is a testament to the 6C defensive unit that our second half goalkeeper – Remi – was virtually 
unsighted for the entire second half, as the majority of the game was played in Villanova’s defensive end. 
To finish, a special mention must also go to MCA Year 9 student – Ben Hartfiel – who officiated his first 
match on Saturday morning. Well done Ben and congratulations to the 6C team who have started the 
season in fine form. 
 
6 Gold 
Villa def. MCA 2-1 
 
The boys played really well coming back with a goal at the beginning of the first half to keep hopes alive of 
winning. Liam Inglis and Lucas Wiegl had stand out performances and both played extremely well. 
 
6 White 
Villa def. MCA 3-0 
 
Although we lost, the young men of 6 White played a great game of football this morning. Strong play all 
over the field meant that we had lots of shots on goal ... we just couldn't convert our chances. Both Ryan 
Williams and Elijah Bany made some great saves in goals. James Burt and MVP Chris Hartfiel were super 
strong in the back line sending great clearing kicks into the midfield and making the job of our goalies that 
much easier. Looking forward to a great season. Finally, many thanks to Craig Burgin-Doyle for stepping up 
and referring the start of the game for us. 
 
 

 
5A 
Villa def. MCA 7-2 
 
Our 5A's came up against a strong opposition this week and worked hard as a team to keep in the game. 
After a slow start, our boys produced some good football in the second half and demonstrated some good 
team work and skills. The boys will bounce back after their first game together.  
 
5B 
MCA def. Villa 2-1 
 
A tightly fought first half saw the boys go into the break with the scores level. After the break the boys 
clicked into another gear scoring two quick goals to take control of the game. After Villa got a late goal the 
boys held on well to ensure a good win 
 
5C 
MCA def. Villa 3-1 
 
Confident 3-1 win for the 5Cs. They can only get better from here. 
 


